Book of the month
The Impact of Electronic Publishing on the Academic Community Publish or be damned! That is the philosophy on which the success of the medical publishing industry is based. Authors submit their work without fee to a journal because they need the kudos of publication. They wait anxiously to see if the work is accepted and their own curriculum vitae enhanced. The more reputable the journal (or the higher the citation index) the more anxious the wait. Medical scientists must publish or they and their grants wither on the vine. They also need to read, and the profession is underpinned by an academic framework that requires wide reading by the members within the basic research areas. All of which is music to the publishers' ears-free copy, all rights assigned, and a captive readership. But is that concept now under threat?
Electronic publishing is cheap and instant, and most researchers and students now have access to the Internet in one of its forms. Anarchy and altruism often march together and electronic publishing has elements of both. The cost of electronic publishing is so low that the grant that funded the original research could also fund the publishing, editing and independent peer review. Consider the benefits. The process is rapid; there is no typesetting; the size of each issue is limitless; each published article can generate immediate discussion threads or even real-time discussions. Supplementary articles can be hyperlinked, and all of this is in an indexed medium that has room for the smallest as well as the most detailed comment. Especially appealing is that the article is available planet-wide instantly (maybe through mirror sites) and at no additional cost to the reader. This is particularly important for the less developed or poorer nations.
What are the established journals to do about this? Reactions fall into at least three categories. Some will ignore the process and hope it will go away-'let others take the risks' (and of course the rewards). What about copyright, archival survival, integrity of the first imprint? There are answers. Copyright laws exist to protect both the author and the publisher from theft of text or authorship (plagiarism). In paper journals the interests of these two parties coincide. In electronic journals that may not be the case, since commercial resale value is stripped from the text. The copyright in electronic journals will probably belong to the grant founder or author, but becomes a virtual concept when you consider that the real purpose of publishing should be the dissemination of the work, and that if it has no further market resale value, ownership and theft are less important. Plagiarism can be easier to do on the Web, but it is also easier to detect and denounce, by means of gizmos such as text-comparator engines that constantly trawl the Internet looking for copies. Archival survival can now be assured either electronically, in other media such as compact disc (already employed by Springer-Verlag), or by cooperation with a paper journal. Paper is not going away and electronic journals can enjoy a symbiosis of this sort, not yet recognized by most paper journals. The integrity of the first imprint can be preserved by various means, and all amendments and revisions detailed. Indeed, articles will probably evolve through publication, with the original being the first reference point.
The third response of paper journals is to embrace the electronic form perhaps before it embraces them-a difficult path to follow. The BMJ has done this in its own way, and some of us are now wondering why we pay subscriptions when the whole (indeed expanded) version is available on the Internet (www.bmj.com) with various bells and whistles not available to the linear format paper reader. Our own publication, The Electronic Journal of Hand Surgery (www.leeds.ac.uk/handsurgery/ejns/), believes that the way forward is to recognize the benefits of both forms. After all, paper journals are very convenient (not requiring the umbilical cord of an Internet connection) and have built-in archival survival and a common format. They can be faxed and copied and annotated for all to see. But they do not have the benefits outlined above for the e-journals. Each could do different jobs, the one supplementing the other, together forming a whole more desirable to the readers than either of the parts. Electronic medical journals could publish minor articles that provoke discussion or that deserve airing but do not fit into the paper journal's format. They could add discussion threads and help-forums, and could host on-line conferences, for instance. Add the benefits of digital video embedded in the article and the attractions especially to a surgical specialty are overwhelming and unique. E-journal proceedings could be abstracted in the paper journals and vice versa. 'Cooperate or be damned' might be the next aphorism of the medical publishing world.
All of which brings me to The Impact of Electronic Publishing on the Academic Community1. If you have found the above glimpse of the future and its conflicts and opportunities fascinating then this book is manna to you. It reports a conference organized in Stockholm last year by the Academia Europaea, and the tricky and special issues of medical publishing are not neglected. These conference (/72 0: 0 proceedings have the flavour of those political alliances of the 1960s: an old regime is under scrutiny, a new order is coming. Already the content is dated (it is incidentally available electronically on www.portlandpress.co.uk/ books/isbn/1855781220.htm) but here in terms the untechnical can understand are blueprints for the next developments. Each short chapter covers a discrete area, making the book ideal for browsing. Topics include current and emerging technology, archiving, publishing, copyright, legal and ethical issues, and peer review. This volume offers a glimpse of the future for those who might be affected by electronic publication. Probably that means all of us. I was intrigued to receive Getting Ahead in Medicine. It is a slim book, 173 pages of text, and I did not think it could possibly be of practical use-especially since it was trying to cover the whole spectrum of personal skills that a doctor may require during metamorphosis from houseman to consultant. My previous experience of 'How to Achieve . . .' books had been one of disappointment as they promised much but turned out to offer little substance or practical advice. Getting Ahead cannot be criticized in this way. It is full of practical information, delivered concisely and clearly. During my medical training, both undergraduate and postgraduate, I had the feeling that other colleagues always knew just how to do things whilst I found out the hard way-for example, attempting a retrospective case-note review without first having designed a data proforma. It is precisely this type of practical information that the book focuses on. It has not previously been readily available and had to be learnt by osmosis or by advice from a more experienced colleague and was therefore very dependent upon an individual's working environment. The book is arranged in chapters covering topics from 'Getting a job' to 'Talking and lectures' and 'Beginning a consultant job'. The chapters range from practical guides to background information such as 'The structure of healthcare'. At first glance these more general chapters are not particularly appealing, but they are actually very informative. I wonder how many junior doctors understand the structure of the modern health service or the function of the General Medical Council, or have a basic understanding of hospital management? The practical chapters are divided into skill levels 1-4 ranging from topics suitable for student and preregistration housemen to skills acquired as an experienced registrar or consultant. Probably the most useful are those for middle grade doctors, which include practical advice on teaching methods, writing papers, delivering lectures and organizing research. The chapter on 'Quality in medicine', which is another way of describing the audit process, manages to keep the topic light and digestible. It outlines the practical organization of a clinical audit, a task often delegated to a junior member of staff by a senior colleague; the suggestions outlined may well make this task less painful. The chapters I personally found most useful are those on 'Computers and information technology' and 'Visual aids' as they take you by the hand through mazes such as Microsoft's Powerpoint (why cannot software manuals be written in such simple terms?). This interest probably reflects my stage of training. Some of the other chapters I found too basic, such as 'Getting a job' and 'Organising yourself, but they will probably be very helpful for more junior doctors.
In summary, this is a book that addresses many topics important to the balanced development of a modem doctor. I am glad to have read it, and recommend it strongly to all junior doctors-except those who always know these things already. Gillian Mitchell Department of Clinical Oncology, Royal Marsden Hospital, Sutton SN2 5PT, UK
Outcomes in Neurological and Neurosurgical Disorders
Ed Michael Swash 612 pp Price £80 ISBN 0-521-44327-X Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998 With the plethora of authoritative neurology textbooks, do we need another? This new publication, I believe, makes a
